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Surface-induced molecular tilt above the smectic-A –smectic-C phase transition
in a nonchiral liquid crystal

Ishtiaque M. Syed and Charles Rosenblatt
Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7079, USA

~Received 20 March 2003; published 4 September 2003!

A polyimide-coated substrate was rubbed in such a way as to possess two competing easy axes for liquid
crystal alignment. On cooling a homeotropically aligned liquid crystal through the smectic-A phase toward the
smectic-C phase transition, an increasing tilt of the molecules relative to the layer normal was observed. The
tilt was localized to within a smectic-C correlation length of the interface, and was found to increase mono-
tonically with the rubbing strength associated with the preparation of the polyimide surface. The results are
discussed in light of the dual easy axis model@T. Shiodaet al., Phys. Rev. E67, 041706~2003!#, and suggest
that the two easy axes are not mutually orthogonal.
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The symmetry of a liquid crystal is reduced at an int
face. In consequence, the liquid crystal generally ado
some degree of order that is associated with the lower s
metry phase near a phase transition. In the isotropic ph
for example, both dipolar@1–5# and quadrupolar~nematic!
@6–13# orientational order may be induced at an interfa
where the associated order parameters are related to the
ticular characteristics of the surface. Specifically, when
polymer alignment layer is deposited on a substrate
rubbed unidirectionally, the principal axis of the induc
nematic tensor order parameter lies nearly parallel to the
bing direction, and its magnitude is related to the ‘‘streng
of the rubbing@6–8,14#. Because the anisotropic potential
localized to the polymer–liquid crystal interface, the induc
nematic order parameter decreases monotonically with
tancez from the interface over a length scale of order t
nematic correlation length. An analogous phenomenon is
served at the nematic–smectic-A ~Sm-A) phase transition. In
this case smectic layering is induced in the nematic phas
a molecularly flat substrate@15–21#, and the amplitudeucu
of the Sm-A order parameter—this corresponds to the am
tude of the periodic density wave—decreases monotonic
with increasing distance from the interface over a len
scale corresponding to the Sm-A correlation length. For a
rough surface it has been shown both theoretically and
perimentally that the amplitude of the order parameteruc0u
at the interface is reduced from its value at a flat interfa
@20,21#.

The response tobulk stimuli of a liquid crystal in the Sm-
A phase close to the smectic-C ~Sm-C) phase transition is
well known@22#. Both magnetic and electric fields have be
applied to the Sm-A phase, resulting in a torque that induc
a tilt of the molecules by a polar angleu with respect to the
smectic layer normal@23–25#. Here u corresponds to the
amplitude of the Sm-C order parameter. On approaching t
Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition temperatureTAC from above,
the tilt susceptibilitydu/dt diverges, wheret is the torque,
which is proportional toH2 or to E2. There are numerou
open questions dealing with the critical exponentg associ-
ated with the susceptibility—is the transition mean-fie
XY-like, or other? and where is the Ginzburg crossov
1063-651X/2003/68~3!/031701~6!/$20.00 68 0317
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@26#—with ample evidence supporting several differe
phase transition behaviors@25,27–34#.

At an interface, the response of the liquid crystal abov
the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition may be investigated in tw
limiting geometries. In the ‘‘bookshelf’’ geometry,
polymer-coated substrate is rubbed unidirectionally, caus
the Sm-A layer normal to adopt planar or near-planar alig
ment parallel to the rubbing direction. No torque is impart
by the treated polymer in the Sm-A phase for the case of
nonchiral liquid crystal, and in consequenceu50 for T
.TAC . For the case of a chiral liquid crystal, however, t
symmetry is further reduced and a nonzerou obtains. This is
the so-called ‘‘surface electroclinic effect,’’ for which there
a polar interaction between the liquid crystal and substr
that gives rise to an induced surface polarization and c
comitant polar tilt relative to the smectic layer normal in t
Sm-A phase@35,36#. In the second limiting geometry th
surface is treated for homeotropic alignment, wherein
smectic layers lie parallel to the interface. As noted abo
this geometry may be achieved with molecularly flat s
faces, or instead by applying an appropriate surfactan
side-chain polymer to a substrate. As no torque is impar
by the substrate,u50 throughout the Sm-A phase for a non-
chiral material. Moreover, since the dipolar coupling b
tween the liquid crystal and the substrate does not coupl
tilt, u also is equal to zero for chiral molecules in the home
tropic geometry.

Recently we demonstrated a surface treatment that re
in a robust and reproducible polar tilt angleu0 of the nematic
director at an interface~corresponding toz50), whereu0
can be as large as 45°@37#. In that experiment a substrat
was spin-coated with the polyimide SE1211~Nissan Chemi-
cals!, baked for a period beyond the manufacturer’s reco
mendation, and rubbed. We believe that the resulting nem
alignment is a consequence of two competing preferred a
~‘‘easy axes’’!, one planar and one homeotropic. This exp
nation was borne out in an experiment@38# in which we
showed that an anchoring transition occurs on heating
nematic liquid crystal in a region close to~but above! the
nematic–Sm-A phase transition temperatureTNA . Just above
TNA the surface-induced Sm-A order ‘‘stiffens’’ the director
orientation, keeping the director perpendicular to the s
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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strate. However, with increasing temperature the surfa
induced smectic order becomes weak, resulting in a red
tion in the propensity for homeotropic orientation. At
sufficiently high temperature an anchoring transition occ
in which u0 becomes nonzero@38#.

This ability to induce a large surface polar tilt of the d
rector is expected to provide a means of inducing a nonz
molecular tilt u0 at the interface at temperatures above
Sm-C phase transition. Moreover, because the tilt susce
bility increases on cooling towardTAC , we expect that an
appropriately treated substrate, which provides nearly
meotropic orientation (u0;0) well aboveTAC , can induce
an increasing tilt at the interface on approachingTAC . Be-
causeT.TAC , we also expect thatu(z) would decrease
monotonically to zero into the bulk with the characteris
correlation lengthj associated with Sm-C fluctuations. The
purpose of this paper is to report on measurements that
amine the surface-induced polar tilt away from the hom
tropic orientation above the Sm-A–Sm-C transition tempera-
ture. Our central result is that bothu0 and j increase on
approachingTAC from above, and that at a given reduc
temperaturet5(T2TAC)/TAC , the tilt angle at the interface
u0(t) increases with increasing rubbing strength of the po
imide. It should be stressed that, unlike the dipolar-ba
surface electroclinic effect@35,36# for a chiral Sm-C liquid
crystal ~also known as the Sm-C* phase! in the bookshelf
geometry, this surface-induced tilt is essentially nonchira
nature.

A microscope slide was cleaned and spin-coated with
polyimide SE1211. The slide was prebaked at 80 °C for 30
and then baked at 200 °C for 1 h. The slide then was pla
in a rubbing machine in which a rotating roller covered by
cotton cloth passed over the slide. The slide was tilted on
bed of the rubbing machine in such a way that it was rub
harder at one end than at the other, giving a gradient in
rubbing strength across the surface of the slide. The lo
rubbing strengthnf is defined as the number of fibers passi
a position of unit width, and is given by@39#

nf'~2rd!1/2NnL0s f /s, ~1!

whered is the depth of the fiber impression,r 54 cm is the
radius of the cylindrical roller,N54 is the number of trans
lations of the substrate under the roller,s f51040 cm22 is
the fiber density,s50.5 cm s21 is the translation speed o
the substrate beneath the roller,n58.33 rotations per secon
is the rotation frequency of the roller, andL0;1 cm is the
arc length of the cloth around the roller that makes con
with the substrate. Note thatL052pr if the cloth uniformly
covers the roller, although in this experiment only a sm
part of the total arc length of the roller made contact with
surface during each revolution. A second slide was clean
spin-coated with SE1211 polyimide, baked, butnot rubbed;
thus, the alignment at this interface was homeotropic at
temperatures investigated. The two slides were placed
gether and separated by Mylar spacers of nominal thickn
2 mm, adjusted for optimal parallelism, and cemented. T
cell was housed in an oven that had temperature stabilit
approximately 10 mK, and was filled in the isotropic pha
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with the racemic liquid crystal mixture SCE12R~Merck!.
The oven was cooled slowly through the isotropic–nema
transition atTIN5118 °C and through the nematic–Sm-A
transition atTNA581 °C. The oven and cell were tilted by a
angle of 45° about an axis perpendicular to the rubbing
rection and in the plane of the cell, and placed on a m
crotranslation stage to facilitate measurements at diffe
vlaues of nf . Light from a 5 mW He-Ne laser passe
through a polarizer~oriented at 45° with respect to the pro
jection of the rubbing direction!, a focusing lens, the sample
a Pockels cell, an analyzer, and into a photodiode dete
~Fig. 1!. The lens focused the light to a spot size of appro
mately 100mm at the sample, minimizing the effects of tem
perature gradients. The Pockels cell, modulated at a
quency f 55800 Hz, served as an automatic retardat
compensator@40#, such that the dc voltageVP applied to the
Pockels cell was proportional to the optical retardationDa.
The temperature of the oven was ramped downward fr
T5TAC11.3 °C in the Sm-A phase toT5TAC20.5 °C in
the Sm-C phase at a rate of20.5 °C min21, and the tem-
perature andVP were computer recorded. Retardation da
were obtained for seven values of rubbing strength by pr
ing different parts of the sample. Examples ofDa vs T are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In order to understand the retardation data, we first n
to consider the origin of the polar tiltu, and then the rela-
tionship betweenu andDa. In a previous work, our group
examined a rubbing-induced tilt transition in the nema
phase above the Sm-A phase transition@38#. The surface
anchoring partFsur f of the volumetric free energy densit
was given asFsur f5Fad(z), where

Fa5A sin2u01Bcos2u01C sin4u0 , ~2!

d(z) is the Dirac delta function, and thusu0 corresponds to
the polar tilt angle atz50. The coefficientA corresponds to
the usual quadratic anchoring strength coefficient for hom
tropic alignment@15,41#. Rubbing of the polyimide induces
alignment of the backbone, which we conjectured create

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of experiment.Ee andEo cor-
respond to extraordinary and ordinary polarizations, andbe(z) and
bo to the refractive angles for the phase fronts inside the cell.u(z)
corresponds to the tilt angle, andj @[j0t2n# to the Sm-A–Sm-C
correlation length. The cell is mounted on a vertical translat
stage so that different parts of the cell, and therefore different r
bing strengths, may be sampled.
1-2
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SURFACE-INDUCED MOLECULAR TILT ABOVE THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031701 ~2003!
second easy axis~for planar alignment! having anchoring
strengthB @38#. Because the two easy axes~homeotropic and
planar! compete, we needed to introduce a higher order te
in the interfacial free energy,C sin4u0, to establish an equi
librium polar angleu0 of the director. Based upon resul
from that experiment, the coefficientC was determined to be
positive and may depend upon the rubbing strength.
form Fa in Eq. ~2!, however, is inconsistent with the resul
presented herein, wherebyu0 increasescontinuouslywith de-
creasing temperature and no well-defined anchoring tra
tion occurs. In light of Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that th
treated polyimide exerts a torque on the director in the SmA
phase; nevertheless, we find that the form forFa in Eq. ~2!
results in zero torque whenu050, and thus needs to b
modified. Unlike our previous experiment above t
nematic–Sm-A phase transition@38# in which the stylus of
atomic force microscope was used to rub the polyimide
directionally~back and forth in each successive rub line!, the
cloth rubbing in this experiment was performedunidirection-
ally. In consequence, the volumetric anchoring free ene
density may take the formFsur f5Fa8d(z), where

Fa85A sin2~u02wA!1B cos2~u01wB!1C sin4~u02wC!,
~3!

and where the positive angleswA , wB , andwC indicate that
the easy axes may deviate from the homeotropic and pl
directions. The signs of the arguments in Eq.~3! indicate that
the two easy axes lie in the range 0,u0,p/2. Expanding
Fa8 for small u0, we find

FIG. 2. Retardation vs reduced temperature for three diffe
rubbing strengths. Fits assume thatj050.5 nm. Part~a! corresponds
to nf53.553104 cm21, ~b! corresponds tonf53.323104 cm21,
and ~c! corresponds tonf52.993104 cm21.
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Fa8'A sin2wA1B cos2wB1C sin4wC2u0~A sin 2wA

1B sin 2wB12C sin 2wCcos2wC!1O~u0
2!. ~4!

Turning now to the bulk Sm-A terms, the appropriate
volumetric free energy density in bulk isFbulk5D sin2u
1L(du/dz)2, which may be approximated byDu2

1L(du/dz)2 for smallu. HereD corresponds to the invers
tilt susceptibility@22# and the coefficient of the gradient term
L5Dj2. Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation toFbulk and
solving the resulting differential equation with the bounda
condition u→0 as z→`, we find u(z)5u0exp(2z/j).
The second boundary condition involves torque bala
at z50, viz., Dhu01L(du/dz)z505(dFa8/du)z50, where
h is of the order of the smectic layer spacing. Substitut
the form for u(z), we obtain u052(dFa8/du)z50 /
(Dh1ALD), i.e., u05(A sin 2wA1Bsin 2wB12Csin 2wC

3cos2wC)/(Dh1ALD). As the correlation lengthj becomes
large on approachingTAC , the term ALD @5Dj#@Dh.
Therefore, in the spirit of the continuum approximation w
shall drop the termDh, and thus

u~z!5
~A sin 2wA1B sin 2wB12C sin 2wCcos2wC!

ALD

3exp~2z/j!. ~5!

In principle, only theA term in Fa8 would have been neces
sary to explain the experimental results; this would cor
spond to a tilt of the homeotropic easy axis by an anglewA .

FIG. 3. Retardation vs reduced temperature for three differ
rubbing strengths. Fits assume thatj052.0 nm. Part~a! corre-
sponds to nf53.553104 cm21, ~b! corresponds tonf53.32
3104 cm21, and~c! corresponds tonf52.993104 cm21.
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I. M. SYED AND C. ROSENBLATT PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031701 ~2003!
TheA term alone, however, is not sufficient to explain the
transition observed in the nematic phase above the SA
transition@38#; all three terms are required. Interestingly, b
cause the coefficient of theu0 term in the expansion ofFa8 is
odd in wA , wB , andwC , bidirectional rubbing would resul
in an anchoring free energy proportional to a constant p
u0

2, consistent with the formFa used in Ref.@38#. Thus, as
required by the combined results presented hereinand those
in Ref. @38#, the appropriate form for the anchoring ener
term would correspond to Eq.~3!.

Let us now consider how the optical retardationDa is
related to the tilt angleu. The retardationDa[ae2ao ,
whereae andao are the extraordinary and ordinary optic
phase shifts, respectively. The phase shift of the ordin
phase front is given byao52pnod/l cosbo , whered is the
thickness of the cell,no is the ordinary refractive index,bo

5sin21(A2/no) is the ordinary angle of refraction from
Snell’s law, andl5633 nm is the wavelength of the ligh
~Fig. 1!. Because the temperatures at which the experime
performed are of order 50 °C below the isotropic-nema
transition temperatureTIN , the refractive indices may b
treated as temperature independent. Using an Abbe refra
meter, we foundno51.4834 andne51.6476. Turning to the
extraordinary phase front and treating the optical dielec
properties as a tilted uniaxial material,

ae5E
0

d

~2pne f f/l cosbe!dz. ~6!

Here the effectivez-dependent extraordinary refractive inde
ne f f(z)5none@no

2sin2(be1u)1ne
2cos2(be1u)#21/2, where u

andbe are functions ofz. be is the angle of refraction asso
ciated with the extraordinary phase front of the light. F
calculational purposes the integral will be converted to a s
over thin slices~lamellae!, and the retardation will be treate
by a simple summation over the slices. Reflections at
interfaces between slices, which can result in interfere
effects and are accounted for in the Berreman 434 matrix
approach@42#, are not considered due to the small variati
of u through the cell. From Snell’s law, for slicei we find
that bei5sin21 (ni 21

e f f sinbe(i21) /ni
ef f), where ni 50

e f f 51 and
be( i 50)5p/4.

As is clear from Eq.~5!, u depends upon the critical be
havior of the susceptibility at the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transi-
tion. Over the years this has been a subject of some con
versy, as evidence exists for several types of critical beha
@25,27–34#. Therefore, we performed an electroclinic expe
ment @43# on the chiral version of this material, SCE1
where we measured the bulk valuedu/dE vs temperature
above the Sm-A–Sm-C* phase transition. From several e
perimental runs we obtained an average susceptibility ex
nent g51.260.1, consistent withg51.2060.05 found in
the synclinic/anticlinic material TFMHPOBC@23# . A typical
set of data is shown in Fig. 4. Based on this result we p
formed a three parameter fit of the data using the form
03170
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u~z!5u1S T2TAC

TAC
D 2g/2

expF 2
z

j0S T2TAC

TAC
D 2nG . ~7!

The factoru1t2g/2 corresponds to the critical behavior o
2(dFa8/du)z50 /ALD in Eq. ~5!, where the fitting paramete
u1 is the ‘‘bare tilt angle’’ and depends on the surface tre
ment, andj0 is the ‘‘bare correlation length.’’ From our elec
troclinic measurements we usedg51.2 and a correlation
length exponentn50.6 in Eq.~7!. The three fitting param-
eters wered, TAC , andu1. To avoid an excessive number o
fitting parameters, we chose to fix the bare coherence len
using two different values, viz.,j050.5 nm@32#, which is a
value associated withXY-like behavior, andj052.0 nm
@25#, which is associated with mean-field behavior. Note t
our susceptibility exponentg51.2 falls between these two
limiting behaviors:g51 andg51.32, respectively. Becaus
our primary goal is to understand the qualitative behavior
u1 as a function of rubbing strength, the specific value ofj0
turns out not to be of critical importance. To calculate t
extraordinary optical phaseae , initial guesses were made fo
the parametersd, TAC , and u0. The cell then was divided
into N5200 slices each of thicknessw55 nm, plus the re-
maining thicknessd2Nw, for which we assumedu50. ae
was calculated as a function of temperature using the disc
summation form of Eq.~6!, the discrete form of Eq.~7!, as
well as the forms forbei and ni

e f f . For the ordinary phase
front, ao was calculated using the initial guess ford. The
resulting retardationDa vs T was fitted to our experimenta
data, such as that shown in Figs. 2 and 3, by adjusting
parametersd, TAC , andu1. In order to assess the quality o
the fits, experimental data forDa vs T at each value ofnf
were fitted over three ranges of temperature. The closes
proach toTAC for the short range fitting was chosen to b
about 0.03 °C, for the medium range fit it was 0.075 °C, a

FIG. 4. Inverse tilt susceptibility (du/dE)21 vs temperature ob-
tained from electroclinic experiment forchiral SCE12. Susceptibil-
ity exponent g51.260.1. Note that the transition temperatu
TAC* for this batch of material is shifted slightly fromTAC for the
racemate SCE12R.
1-4
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SURFACE-INDUCED MOLECULAR TILT ABOVE THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031701 ~2003!
for the long range fit it was 0.12 °C. Comparing the thr
fitting ranges, all three fitting parameters showed consis
behavior for a given rubbing strength. The fitted cell thic
nessd'4.360.3 mm was found to vary slightly from one
rubbing strength to another, as the cell thickness va
slightly from point-to-point in the cell.~Note thatd is some-
what larger than the nominal spacer thickness due to cur
of the Mylar along its edges.! Similarly, due to temperature
gradients in the oven,TAC'68 °C differed slightly from one
rubbing strength to another. More importantly,u1 was found
to exhibit a strong dependence on the rubbing strength,
creasing monotonically with increasingnf . Results foru1
are shown in Fig. 5 for both choices ofj0. Due to the weak
signal and relatively large noise level, it is not possible
determine a ‘‘best value’’ for the bare correlation leng
Nevertheless, both sets of data show similar trends: A m
mum rubbing strength is required before the onset of tilt, a
the susceptibility increases approximately linearly with ru

FIG. 5. Fitted coefficientu1 vs rubbing strengthnf . Circles
correspond to fits usingj050.5 nm, and squares correspond to fi
usingj052.0 nm.
e

u
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bing strength beyond this minimumnf . A minimum rubbing
strength required for the onset of tilt has been observed
viously in the nematic phase@37,44#.

AlthoughwB , wC , and especiallywA may depend on rub-
bing strength, we believe that the major effect comes from
increase in the coefficientB with increasingnf . This would
be consistent with our previous experiment involving bid
rectional rubbing for whichwA , wB , andwC could be taken
as zero@38#. There is no reason to expect thatB should be
linear in nf , especially given anchoring strength vs rubbi
strength results in the literature@13,45,46#. Nevertheless,
monotonic behavior certainly would be expected, and is
served in our data~Fig. 5!. Finally, one issue that remain
perplexing is the apparently small rubbing strength neede
achieve an observable effect. In our original observation o
rubbing-induced nonzero polar tilt angle in the nema
phase @37#, a minumum rubbing strength ofnf'2.5
3106 cm21 was required to induce a nonzero polar ang
The interaction of substrate and liquid crystal, of course,
pends on the nature of the liquid crystal as well as the s
strate. In other experiments we have found qualitatively t
SCE12R exhibits a polar tilt in the nematic phase for som
what smaller anchoring strengths@47#. Thus, the apparently
very small anchoring strengths needed in this experim
could reflect the structure of the liquid crystal, or perhaps
could be that the form fornf given in Eq.~1! may not accu-
rately represent the response of the polyimide to the rubb
This is a subject for future investigation, and in no way d
minishes our principal result that a localized tilt that i
creases with rubbing strength and that diverges on appro
ing TAC from above may be induced in a nonchiral SmA
phase.
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